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Figure 1: A simulated egg white and egg yolk flow out of the broken shell of a cracked egg, onto a plane, using our versatile approach to
handling interactions at interfaces.
Abstract
The realistic capture of various interactions at interfaces is a challenging problem for SPH-based simulation. Previous works
have mainly considered a single type of interaction, while real-world phenomena typically exhibit multiple interactions at
different interfaces. For instance, when cracking an egg, there are simultaneous interactions between air, egg white, egg yolk,
and the shell. To conveniently handle all interactions simultaneously in a single simulation, a versatile approach is critical. In
this paper, we present a new approach to the surface tension model based on pairwise interaction forces; its basis is to use
a larger number of neighboring particles. Our model is stable, conserves momentum, and furthermore, prevents the particle
clustering problem which commonly occurs at the free surface. It can be applied to simultaneous interactions at multiple
interfaces (e.g. fluid-solid and fluid-fluid). Our method is versatile, physically plausible and easy-to-implement. We also consider
the close connection between droplets and bubbles, and show how to animate bubbles in air as droplets, with the help of a new
surface particle detection method. Examples are provided to demonstrate the capabilities and effectiveness of our approach.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and
Realism—Animation I.6.8 [Simulation and Modeling]: Types of Simulation—Animation

1. Introduction
Interactions involving interfaces between different phases of matter are commonly observed phenomena. For instance, the interaction between a fluid and air leads to surface tension, which is the
main cause of many well known visual effects, including the water crown formed when a droplet falls into a liquid, and water jets.
The interactions between a fluid and a solid are of two main kinds:
fluid-solid coupling and adhesion. Fluid-solid coupling contributes
to macroscopic movements while adhesion is caused by molecular
forces and results in various wetting effects. Other interactions may
also be observed at interfaces between different immiscible fluids.
In daily life, many phenomena arise due to a variety of interactions
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at interfaces. For instance, when two bubbles collide in the air, interaction occurs between the gas inside, the air outside, and the thin
films around each bubble. To capture such phenomena, it is crucial
to develop a versatile approach that can uniformly handle all types
of inter-phase interactions.
Previous works mainly focus on one or two of these interactions at interfaces. Most rely on grid-based Eulerian simulators,
modeling interfacial flow [LSSF06, Kim10, BB12, MEB∗ 12, DBG14] or surface tension [TWGT10,BBB10,ZQC∗ 14,DBWG15].
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) has gained popularity as
a particle-based method due to its mass-conservation and flexibility in handling topological changes. As many works show, SPHbased simulation is capable of simulating both surface tension [MCG03, BT07, SB12, AAT13, HWZ∗ 14] and various other couplings
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[MSKG05, AIA∗ 12, AAT13, RJLL15]. However, SPH methods are
not without problems. For instance, the work addressing surface
tension requires extra effort to handle other kinds of interactions
at interfaces, such as adhesion, which restricts its application in a
unified way to complex phenomena.
To capture interactions at interfaces, it is critical to accurately calculate the forces there. From the microscopic point of view,
liquids, gases and solids are all composed of molecules. Physically, between any pair of molecules, the interaction force should be
short-range repulsive and long-range attractive. Some work (e.g.
[TM05, BT07]) has considered simulating surface tension using
pairwise forces. However, recent works have criticized this approach due to its relatively poor performance, and have resorted
to methods based on surface area minimization [AAT13], possibly
in conjunction with air pressure [HWZ∗ 14]. Although such methods achieve plausible results, surface area minimization is the result
of surface tension, not its cause. Furthermore, surface energy minimization cannot be accurately implemented using SPH and leads
to unsatisfactory results if extra forces are not taken into account.
Air pressure is also not the main cause of surface tension.
In this paper, we use pairwise forces to simulate surface tension, as such an approach is easy to implement, cluster-preserving
and momentum-conserving. In contrast to previous methods [TM05, BT07, AAT13] based on surface tension forces, we calculate pairwise forces using a large neighborhood of particles, as explained in Section 3. We go on to show that this pairwise view can
be readily extended to handle a wide range of interactions. We introduce the idea of handling contact angles using pairwise forces
from [TM05] into computer graphics, and expand it to deal with
various kinds of interactions at solid interfaces. Our model is capable of simulating phenomena involving complex interactions at
multiple interfaces using an SPH-based solver, e.g. cracking an egg
(see Figure 1), and bubble animation (see Figure 10).
The main contributions of our work are:
• A new approach to refining pairwise forces, accurately capturing
surface tension without extra forces or constraints.
• An expanded perspective of pairwise forces, capable of describing interactions at multiple interfaces in a versatile way.
• A method of animating bubbles in air as droplets for use in SPHbased simulations.
The paper continues with a discussion of related work in Section 2. We introduce our modified surface force model in Section 3.
Methods for handling various interactions in a unified way are explained in Section 4. We demonstrate examples of our approach in
Section 5, and finally, limitations and future work are discussed in
Section 6.
2. Related Work
In computer graphics, interactions at interfaces between materials in different phases, or immiscible materials in the same phase,
have been extensively investigated during the last decade. Work
has considered such issues as surface tension, coupling, and interfacial flows. When using grid-based simulations, previous researchers mainly concentrated on interfacial flows [LSSF06, Kim10, B-

B12, MEB∗ 12, DBG14], surface tension [TWGT10, BBB10, DBWG15] and bubbles [KLL∗ 07, KLYK08, BDWR12, ZQC∗ 14, DBWG15]. Since we focus on particle-based simulation, we do not
discuss such work further .
SPH has proved its capabilities and effectiveness in handling
such problems, and has been widely used in computer graphics. An important issue for SPH is tensile instability, which is the
result of density underestimation at fluid-air and fluid-solid interfaces. Underestimated density values lead to negative pressures
and particle clustering. An artificial pressure force was proposed
by Monaghan [Mon00] to alleviate this problem, but this force
causes spurious surface tensions. Another approach is to use higher order approximation of spatial derivatives in SPH discretization [ODAF07], but this increases the computation required. Akinci et al. [AIA∗ 12] focused on fluid-solid interfaces and addressed
the problem by precomputing a single layer of boundary particles
with corrected volumes. Schechter and Bridson [SB12] dynamically sampled ‘ghost’ particles at both fluid-air and fluid-solid interfaces. He et al. [HWZ∗ 14] instead used artificial air pressure forces
to reduce computational costs. They achieved robust simulation of
small-scale thin features in SPH by combining two-scale pressure
estimation and anisotropic pressure filtering.
Researchers have developed a number of methods to model the
interaction between a fluid and air. Early work focused on the continuum surface force (CSF) method [Mor00, MCG03], which aims
to minimize surface curvature. This method relies on accurate curvature and normal estimates, which are unfortunately very sensitive
to particle disorder. Because of the severe limitations of the CSF method, others [TM05, BT07] developed the pairwise interaction
force method, which works at the molecular level to overcome such
problems. It uses a combination of short-range repulsion and longrange attraction forces to capture the physical nature of surface
tension, avoiding erroneous estimates of curvatures and normals.
However, as subsequent researchers [AAT13, HWZ∗ 14] have noted, the pairwise forces used result in relatively poor performance.
More recently, Akinci et al. [AAT13] simulated the surface tension
force by combining a cohesion term and a surface area minimization term. This gives plausible results, but requires well-designed
kernel functions, which cannot easily be extended to handle a variety of interactions at interfaces. He et al. [HWZ∗ 14] drew inspiration from the Cahn-Hilliard equation and modeled surface tension
by minimizing surface energy. However, multiple approximations
are required to compute the surface energy, and as a result surface
tension cannot be accurately captured.
Turning to interactions between a fluid and a solid, Akinci et al.
[AIA∗ 12] gave a versatile two-way fluid-solid coupling approach
using SPH and per-particle correction of the volumes of boundary
particles. Clavet et al. [CBP05] modeled the adhesion of fluids to
solids using a distance-based attraction force. Schechter and Bridson [SB12] proposed the use of ghost particles and XSPH [Mon89]
to capture realistic adhesion of a fluid to a solid. Following their
work, He et al. [HWZ∗ 14] calculated the air pressure force without
sampling ghost air particles, with a significant reduction in memory
and computational costs. By using a well-designed kernel function,
Akinci et al. [AAT13] managed to capture different wetting effects.
Interactions between different fluids, however, have received
c 2016 The Author(s)
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less attention. Various particle-based multiple-fluid simulations
[LLP11, RLY∗ 14, YCR∗ 15] have assigned different densities and
labels to different fluids. Yang et al. [YCR∗ 15] proposed a reactive
stress term to capture interactions between miscible phases. Solenthaler and Pajarola [SP08] tried to handle fluids with large density differences more precisely. Müller et al. [MSKG05] noted the
significance of fluid-fluid interactions and showed how to model
dynamic phase changes and interfacial forces.
While many works have considered interactions at interfaces,
none can simultaneously handle multiple phase interactions in a
physically meaningful and computationally efficient manner. Our
approach does so.
3. Surface Forces
3.1. Pairwise Interaction Term
We start by considering interactions between air and liquid, which
result in surface tension. Physically, surface tension is the result of inter-molecular forces. Since SPH is a particle-based Lagrangian simulator, we may suppose some relationship exists between SPH particles and molecules; [TM05, BT07] have already
attempted to simulate surface tension following this idea. They
added a molecule-like pairwise particle-particle interaction term
F interaction into the conservative SPH approximation of the NavierStokes equation:
mi

Duui
,
= F i + F interaction
i
Dt

(1)

where mi , ui and F interaction
are the mass, velocity, and interaction
i
term for particle i respectively. D/Dt is the substantial derivative
corresponding to the Eulerian expression ∂/∂t + u · ∇. The term F i
combines all other forces acting on particle i and includes pressure
forces, gravity, and so on. F interaction
is given by:
i
= ∑ f ji ,
F interaction
i

(2)

j

where f ji is the pairwise interaction force with which particle j
acts on particle i; note that f ji = − f i j .
However, as previously noted, this method does not work well;
Akinci et al. [AAT13] demonstrated that it is impossible to produce realistic surface tension effects by applying pairwise cohesion forces using only a finite support radius. They also claimed
that pairwise cohesion forces cannot guarantee surface area minimization. Instead, they simulated surface tension by combining a
pairwise cohesion force and a surface area minimization term; the
former acts to alleviate particle clustering. However, it is physically implausible to claim that surface area minimization cannot be
guaranteed by interaction forces. At the microscopic scale, interaction forces are the only forces existing between molecules. Since
a free surface does not have fluid molecules on both sides, and the
interaction force between fluid and air molecules is much lower,
liquid molecules in such regions are pulled back into the liquid. It
is this process that is responsible for minimizing the surface area.
Thus, unlike Akinci et al. [AAT13], we focus on producing surface
tension using pairwise interaction forces without additional constraints.
When SPH is used in computational physics, the number of
c 2016 The Author(s)
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Figure 2: Results produced by surface tension forces using different modeling approaches; external forces are ignored. Top of each
subfigure: configuration reached from a cube. Bottom: result of
dropping that configuration onto a plane. Methods used are: (a) [TM05]; (b) [LMH06]; (c) [AAT13] without surface area minimization; (d) our refinement of [TM05]; (e) our refinement of [LMH06];
(f) our refinement of [AAT13] without surface area minimization;
(g) [AAT13] with surface area minimization.

neighboring particles in 3D is typically set to 80 to obtain the
desired accuracy [TTP∗ 14]. However, in computer graphics, the
number of neighboring particles is set to about 30 for 3D simulation [IOS∗ 14, Hoe12] in an attempt to balance realism and computational cost. However, our experiments have shown that doing
so compromises the accuracy of the pairwise interaction forces in
surface tension simulation. Increasing the smoothing radius leads
to better estimates of pairwise surface tension forces.
3.2. Refined Surface Tension Model
Tartakovsky and Meakin [TM05] proposed use of a cosine function to generate pairwise interaction forces with a support radius
h. As shown in Figure 2(a), starting from an initial configuration
in the form of a cube (and ignoring external forces), their method
fails to completely pull the particles together into a sphere; the
resulting configuration generates a cobweb-like series of elongated structures when dropped onto the plane. Akinci et al. [AAT13]
were the first to note this problem, and solved it with the help of
a surface area minimization constraint. To overcome the problem
that the accuracy of the result is compromised if insufficient neighboring particles are used, we simply increase their number when
considering pairwise forces instead of resorting to a surface area
minimization constraint. There are two different ways this can be
done: (i) by increasing the rest particle density for the whole fluid
domain, or (ii) by enlarging the support radius for pairwise interaction forces. The former increases the computational cost tremendously. The latter, as our implementation demonstrates, achieves
plausible results with relatively little extra computational load. The
required enlargement ratio k for 3D simulation can be estimated to
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Algorithm 1 Simulation Loop
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Figure 3: Interaction force models for surface tension, applying our
refinement to the models of: Tartakovsky and Meakin’s (blue), Liu
et al. (red) and Akinci et al. (green). The forces are scaled to start at
the same position. Our refinement to Liu’s method. does not completely alleviate the cobweb-like structures in Figure 2(e), partly
because repulsive and attractive magnitudes differ.

be:
1

k = (80/30) 3 ≈ 1.4.

(3)

We thus modify the original pairwise force in the work of Tartakovsky and Meakin [TM05] to:



 ci j mi m j cos 3π |rr i j | r i j , |rr i j | ≤ kh
2kh
|rr i j |
,
(4)
f ji =

0,
|rr i j | > kh
where r i j is the vector between particle centres, and ci j is a userdefined coefficient that controls the strength of the interaction force.
To examine the utility of the above idea, we have tested it using the surface tension model proposed by Liu et al. [LMH06] for
dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) simulations, in which:

f ji = ci j mi m j AW (rr i j , k1 h) + BW (rr i j , k2 h) ,
(5)
where A, B and k1 , k2 are all user-determined parameters, and W is
a kernel function. In particular, Liu et al. used a cubic spline kernel,
while we use the Poly6 kernel function following Müller et al. [MCG03], to make it consistent with our SPH solver. Liu et al. set
k1 = 1.0 and k2 = 0.8. However, as shown in Figure 2(b), this leads
to poor performance. Again starting from a cube, the 3D result is
far from a sphere and elongated cobweb-like structures appear on
the plane. If we instead set k1 = 1.4, k2 = 1.0 following our idea
above, the results are now an almost perfect sphere when starting
from a cube, although cobweb-like elongated structures still appear
in the plane (see Figure 2(e)).
We have also tested our idea using the kernel function proposed
by Akinci et al. [AAT13] but enlarging the support radius. The results turn out to be plausible. This time we obtain an almost perfect
sphere, without any cobweb-like structures (see Figure 2(f)).
These experiments show that enlarging the support radius for
pairwise interaction forces is effective and results in more accurate
surface tension. The cobweb-like elongating structures, discovered
by Akinci et al. [AAT13], are caused by inaccurate surface tension
forces. As demonstrated in Figure 2, the original pairwise interaction forces proposed by Tartakovsky and Meakin [TM05] and Ak-
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9:
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12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

for all particles i do
find neighboring particles
end for
for all fluid particles i do
compute external forces
initialize pressure and pressure force
end for
if bubble animation then
detect surface particles (see Sections 4.2, 4.3)
end if
repeat
for all fluid particles i do
predict velocity and position
end for
for all fluid particles i do
predict density
update pressure
end for
for all fluid particles i do
compute pressure force
compute pairwise interaction force (see Section 3.2)
end for
until enough iterations

inci et al. [AAT13] both result in such unrealistic structures. With
our refinement, the structures disappear. The functional form of the
interaction force (see Figure 3) is also important, however. To avoid
such cobweb-like structures, it seems that the repulsive and the attractive parts should have comparable magnitudes (see Figure 3).
Various ideas have been proposed to overcome neighborhood deficiency at the free surface, to alleviate the particle clustering which
leads to tensile instability. These include the use of an additional artificial pressure [Mon00], ‘ghost’ air or solid particles [SB12], and
per-particle volume correction [AIA∗ 12]. Instead, we focus on the
inaccurate surface tension forces caused by neighborhood deficiency and instead argue that an enlarged radius in the surface tension
model can compensate for this deficiency. We have tested this basic
idea on a variety of pairwise surface tension forces and the results indicate that this simple but powerful idea is plausible, and has
promise for the graphics community.
The idea of using a different support radius is not completely
new. For instance, He et al. [HWZ∗ 14] adopted a two-scale pressure approximation to robustly estimate internal pressures for both
water bodies and thin features. Physically, surface tension arises
due to attraction between molecules, following the Lennard-Jones
potential. For molecules inside the fluid, the attractions cancel one
another out. For those near the surface, the asymmetrical distribution of neighbors leads to a non-zero net force towards the fluid
domain. Adopting an enlarged support radius brings us closer to
the physical nature of surface tension and leads to more realistic
net force differences between interior molecules and those near the
surface. Enlarging the support radius results in additional attractive
forces, causing particle clustering in SPH. However, the nature of
surface tension is to pull molecules together. The balance between
c 2016 The Author(s)
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classical theories of surface tension attributed to Young [You05],
Maxwell [Max90], and Rayleigh [Ray64], they determined the relationship between contact angle and various coefficients to be:
cos θ =
Figure 4: Different wetting effects and contact angles.

surface tension and particle clustering is a trade-off. In our simulation, the pairwise forces we adopt do not vanish for close neighbors
(see Figure 3), which helps to prevent particle clustering. Experimentally, we have observed that the enlargement ratio k used in our
examples is capable of capturing accurate surface tension while simultaneously avoiding particle clustering.
Our method is easily implemented and can be integrated into
state-of-the-art SPH solvers such as WCSPH [BT07] and PCISPH
[SP09]. We first label every particle with a particular phase (see
Section 4) and add our refined pairwise interaction forces according to the pairs of phases. When modeling surface tension using
PCISPH, we take surface tension forces to be one of the internal
forces, and add them to the pressure-correction iterations to ensure
stable simulation. Our PCISPH based algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.
4. Interactions at Multiple Interfaces
With our refinement, the surface tension force can be accurately
calculated from pairwise interaction forces without resorting to artificial considerations involving surface area minimization or air
pressure. This approach has the further advantage of allowing us to
extend the pairwise view to handle other types of interactions (e.g.
fluid-solid and fluid-fluid) in a uniform manner. This is one of the
biggest advantages of using pairwise interaction forces; it has so far
been overlooked in computer graphics.
In this section, we first discuss the use of tuning coefficients for
various interactions to achieve desired results. We then show how
to animate bubbles in air using SPH, with the help of a newly introduced surface particle detection method.
4.1. Interaction Coefficients

c̄αα − c̄ββ + 2c̄σα − 2c̄σβ
,
c̄αα + c̄ββ − 2c̄αβ

(6)

where α, β are fluid phases and σ is the solid phase. Here, θ is the
static contact angle between fluid β and the solid phase σ in the
presence of fluid α, as illustrated in Figure 4; note the order of α
and β matters. Often, α will be air. c̄αβ is given by:
c̄αβ = nα nβ cαβ ,

(7)

where nα is the number density of phase α. Eqn (6) is a precise
mathematical model, but SPH does not require such accuracy. Furthermore, there are more coefficients in Eqn (6) than needed. For
instance, when simulating the wetting effects of a fluid β on a solid σ, we only need to know the coefficients of cββ and cσβ , as air
particles are usually ignored in SPH. However, Eqn (6) requires
coefficients associated with the air phase α, which makes Eqn (6)
impractical for artistic control.
Thus, instead, we use Eqn (6) as a way to estimate the coefficients that actually control the simulation, and make approximations to make Eqn (6) more practical. Thus, if α, β, andσ represent
air, a fluid, and a solid, respectively, the coefficients cαβ and cσα
can be set to 0 because they are significantly smaller than the other
coefficients in Eqn (6). While we can ignore interactions between
air and liquid, interactions between particles in the same phase cannot be ignored, including those between air particles. The ignored
air particles can in some ways be treated as ghost particles [SB12],
so it is plausible to assume nα = nβ and cαα = cββ . This simplifies
Eqn (6) to:
cos θ = −c̄σβ /c̄ββ .

(8)

To test Eqn (8), we choose α, β in an opposite way, i.e., letting α
represent a fluid and β the air. Following the idea discussed above,
Eqn (6) gives:
cos θ0 = c̄σα /c̄αα ,

(9)

0

where θ represents the contact angle of a fluid α with solid σ in
the presence of air β. Since θ, θ0 ∈ [0, π], combining Eqn (8) and
Eqn (9), we see that, as illustrated in Figure 4,
θ + θ0 = π.

(10)

To model surface tension, air and fluid both matter. Physically, air
is also composed of molecules, so three different interaction forces
between molecules must be considered when modeling surface tension: air-air, air-fluid, and fluid-fluid. Since the interaction between
fluid and air is insignificant, we may idealize it as 0. While surface
tension is actually a two-phase phenomenon, it can thus be modeled in terms of a single fluid phase. The interactions between pairs
of air molecules do not impact the surface tension much, but play
an important role in other ways, e.g. determining the contact angle.

For example, to simulate cherry sauce on a ball as considered
later in Figure 13, since the contact angle of cherry sauce on the ball
in air is close to 0, we use Eqns (8) and (9) and simply set c̄σα = c̄αα
according to Eqn (9) where α, β, σ represent cherry sauce, air, and
the ball, respectively. Furthermore, if the cherry sauce and the ball
are composed of particles with the same number densities, then
cσα = cαα according to Eqn (7). Eqns (8) and (9) are just simplified
forms of Eqn (6) when one of the fluids is air.

The parameter ci j used in Eqns (4) and (5) depends on the materials involved, and may be written as cαα , where α represents a
particular fluid phase. Bandara et al [BTO∗ 13] realized that the coefficient c should vary according to the type of the interface. They
focused on the adhesion of fluids to solids. By combining some

When considering interactions at multiple interfaces, it is quite
straightforward to sequentially determine appropriate coefficients
for all interfaces. For instance, in the example of cracking an egg
shown in Figure 1, we first determine coefficients for the interactions between air, egg white, and a solid using either Eqn (8) or

c 2016 The Author(s)
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Eqn (9). We then select coefficients for the interactions between
egg white, egg yolk and a solid using the coefficients set previously, using Eqn (6), and so on. Such a sequence should always start
at interactions involving air, since the interactions involving air are
generally insignificant, allowing the simplified forms in Eqns (8)
and (9)) to be used, simplifying the process of determining interaction coefficients.
Bandara et al [BTO∗ 13] considered the particular topic of adhesion of fluids to solids to simulate different wetting effects. Contact
angle is important, and cannot be ignored when handling interactions at solid interfaces. We use these ideas in computer graphics for the first time and further expand them to handle a wider
range of interactions at interfaces. Since all materials are composed
of molecules, one of the advantages of using pairwise interaction
forces is that a uniform approach can be used without needing to
design new kernel functions for different interfaces, e.g. as was necessary in Akinci et al. [AAT13]. By setting appropriate values for
various coefficients according to the interaction being modeled, and
using Eqn (6), our approach is capable of simulating complex phenomena with multiple interactions at different interfaces. See Figure 1.

Figure 6: Results of surface particle detection. Surface particles can
be accurately detected layer by layer (from left to right).
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Figure 7: 2D version shown for ease of understanding
4.2. Bubble Animation
Bubble simulation is an interesting and challenging topic. Bubbles
can exist either in liquids or in the air (e.g. soap bubbles). SPH
approaches have been used [MSKG05,CPPK07,KLYK08,IBAT11,
PAKF13] to animate the movement of bubbles in liquids, but little
has been done to simulate bubbles in air. The main difficulty lies in
the thin structure of such bubbles. He et al. [HWZ∗ 14] considered
how to robustly simulate thin features using SPH, but their method
is incapable of handling bubbles in air. We solve this problem by
taking a different approach.
The shapes of bubbles in air are dominated by the surface tension of the thin film, as demonstrated by many grid-based methods [ZQC∗ 14, DBWG15]. Droplets are also dominated by surface
tension forces when external forces are absent. Both bubbles and
droplets are volume-conserving at a constant temperature. Based
on these considerations, we observe that it is possible to animate
bubbles in the air by treating them as droplets.
An obvious difference between a bubble and a droplet is that they
have different numbers of phases. A liquid droplet contains only a
single fluid phase while a bubble has two different phases, a fluid
phase on the surface and a gas phase inside. These two phases function differently. The gas phase dominates shape changes and conserves the volume of the bubble, while the fluid phase is responsible
for various interactions. A straightforward way to simulate bubbles
is to simply treat them as droplets without distinguishing the fluid and gas phases. However, we find that this approach makes the
resulting bubbles look too rigid.
Instead, we consider each particle in the outermost layer of
droplet to be composed of two phases, corresponding to a thin film
in a fluid phase and an inner gas phase. We adopt the volume fraction model of [MSKG05] as a representation (for particles interior
to the bubble, the fluid volume is considered to be 0). To simplify
the implementation, we assume that the thin film of fluid is even

over the whole bubble surface, so the volume fraction of every surface particle is the same. As the surface area changes along with the
bubble shape, the volume fraction changes accordingly to conserve
both fluid and interior gas volumes. A larger surface area leads to a
thinner film and more surface particles, leading to a smaller volume
fraction for the fluid phase in each surface particle.
In our approach, the
surface particles are
detected at every step
in order to dynamically obtain the correct
volume fraction. To
determine the interaction
forces between particles
composed of two phases,
the following interaction
coefficient is used :

Figure 5: Interaction between twophase particles


c̃i j = abcαα + a(1 − b) + (1 − a)b cαβ + (1 − a)(1 − b)cββ , (11)
where particles i and j each contains both phases α and β, and
a, and b are the volume fractions of phase α in particles i and j
respectively (see Figure 5).
When simulating bubbles as droplets, the surface particles are
composed of a fluid phase and an inner-gas phase, while the others
are considered as inner-gas particles. The fluid phase fraction of a
surface particle actually varies from particle to particle; we set it to
the same value for each particle for simplicity.
4.3. Surface Particle Detection
It is not easy to detect surface particles reliably and effectively in
SPH. One approach is to label as surface particles those whose
c 2016 The Author(s)
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Table 1: Performance on Examples
Example

particles

steps/frame

msec/frame

frames/sec

Egg cracking

180k

3

30.0

33.3

Water splashing

232k

2

52.0

19.2

10k-40k

1

14.6

68.5

Wetting effects

9k

2

12.5

80.0

Water dripping

0k-7k

2

16.5

60.6

Blowing bubbles

0k-7k

2

25.6

39.1

Popping bubbles

41k

2

40.5

24.7

Cherry sauce

Figure 8: A dripping tap.

depends on the particle distribution; in our experiments, we set ϕ =
π/2.

Figure 9: Popping bubbles. Left: a small cluster of bubbles in equilibrium. Right: the cluster rearranges itself into to a new equilibrium after one bubble bursts.

magnitude of smoothed gradient of color field, or whose number
of neighboring particles, is larger or smaller than a threshold. Our
experiments show that these methods are sensitive to particle disorder, and incapable of labeling just a single layer of surface particles
as such. Solenthaler et al. [SZP07] proposed an alternative method
to detect surface particles. Although it gives better results, they are
still not completely satisfactory. We instead give an effective approach based on the work of Barecasco et al. [BTN13], which after
modification, performs well (see Figure 6).
The i-th SPH particle and its neighboring particles are considered to be solid spheres of the same size, rather than points. The i-th
particle is considered an interior particle only if its spherical surface
is fully covered by the spherical surfaces of its neighbors (see Figure 7 left); surface particles have uncovered spherical surface segments (see Figure 7 right). If a particle has any uncovered spherical
segments, it must be a surface particle. Barecasco et al. [BTN13]
compute a cover vector b i for particle i defined by:
b i = ∑ r i j /|rr i j |,

(12)

j

where j runs over neighboring particles within a search radius
R1 , which leads to severe errors in handling the geometrical cavities [BTN13]. Ideally, b i should point to the uncovered sphere segment, if any. To detect whether the indicated segment is covered or
not, a scan cone is used (see Figure 7). Every neighboring particle
is checked; the i-th particle is determined to be an interior one if
any neighboring particle j within a search radius R2 satisfies the
equation below:


r ji b i
ϕ
≤ ,
arccos
·
(13)
|rr ji | |bbi |
2
where ϕ is the angle subtended by the scan cone. A suitable value
c 2016 The Author(s)
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Barecasco et al. [BTN13] set the search radii R1 and R2 to the
support radius of the SPH kernel function, i.e. h. However, we find
it works better to set R1 slightly smaller than h as it is optimal
to calculate the cover vector b using a single layer of neighboring
particles. If an uneven distribution of neighboring particles contributes to the cover vector, its direction is only slightly affected
due to the averaging process. R2 , on the other hand, should be set
slightly larger than h in order to avoid some mis-detections due to
particle disorder.
5. Results
5.1. Examples
We have implemented our algorithm using CUDA on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX980 GPU using single precision, as it is adequate
for graphical simulations and reduces memory requirements. Our
algorithm has been tested on simulating various challenging scenarios which we now describe. Performance for these examples is
given in Table 1; we achieve real-time performance in all cases.
The particle numbers shown include both fluid and boundary particles. Times presented are averages. The results were rendered using
Mitsuba [Jak10].
Cracking an egg: Figure 1 illustrates that our method is capable
of simulating complex phenomena with various types of interface
interactions. A number of coefficients associated with interfaces
between egg white, egg yolk, air and solid were sequentially set
using Eqn (6). The egg white and egg yolk present different wetting
effects. Letting α, β and σ represent egg white, egg yolk, and solid
respectively: cαα = −6.0 × 103 , cββ = −1.6 × 104 , cσα = −8.0 ×
103 , cσβ = −2.0 × 103 and cαβ = 1.0 × 103 .
Water crown: our surface tension model can be used to capture
the details of water splashing, generating a crown and the ‘i’ pattern typically captured by photography. See Figure 12. Our refined
method achieves similar results to those of Akinci et al. [AAT13]
without the need for an extra surface area minimization term. We
set the interaction coefficient to −1.6 × 104 .
Cherry sauce on a ball: a stream of cherry sauce flows over
a ball. See Figure 13. This example shows that our approach can
model the adhesion force between a fluid and a solid by setting
appropriate coefficients for solid and fluid phases without requiring
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Figure 10: Blowing bubbles. Our method is capable of animating bubbles in the air as droplets. There is a close connection between blowing
bubbles and water jets. Using this observation, we provide the first particle-based approach to simulate blowing bubbles.

Figure 11: Wetting effects. Our method is capable of simulating different wetting effects in a simple way.

Figure 12: Water crown. A droplet drops into a pool of liquid. Our model produces a plausible water crown and an ‘i’ pattern.

Figure 13: Cherry sauce on a ball. A stream of cherry sauce flows over a ball, sticking to it by the adhesion force between fluid and solid.

c 2016 The Author(s)
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extra ‘ghost’ air particles or artificial air pressure forces. Here, cσα
and cαα are both set to −1.2 × 104 , where α and σ represent the
fluid and solid phases respectively.
Popping bubbles: Figure 9 shows our method for simulating
bubbles in air as droplets. On the left, a small cluster of bubbles
settles into an equilibrium. On the right, the cluster rearranges itself
into a new equilibrium after one bubble bursts.
Water jets and blowing bubbles: our method can be used to
capture commonly observed phenomena, such as a dripping tap
(see Figure 8). There is a strong connection between water jets and
blowing bubbles; our approach is the first particle-based approach
in graphics to be able to simulate blowing bubbles (see Figure 10).

5.2. Discussion
As shown in Algorithm 1, we merely detect surface particles when
simulating air bubbles. To tune parameters, we first determine if
interactions exist at solid interfaces, and then adopt different approaches accordingly. For instance, only one interaction coefficient
needs tuning in examples such as the water crown and water jets
(as no solids are involved), while for cases like cracking an egg and
the cherry sauce on a ball, Eqns (6), (8) and (9) are used, as discussed in Section 4.1. We further determine a constant fraction and
interaction coefficients between the fluid and the inner gas when
simulating air bubbles, as explained in Section 4.2.
These examples demonstrate the significant advantages of using pairwise forces to handle various interactions between multiple
phases. Our refined surface tension model gives a practical method
of handling multi-phase interfaces—our unified framework is both
straightforward, and sufficiently accurate for computer graphics.
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try varying this value to provide error control. The examples presented used physically meaningful equations to tune multiple parameters; previous methods lacked such a simple and unified approach. Pairwise interaction forces actually act at a molecular level, while SPH simulates fluids at a macroscopic level. The proposed
model provides an approach to reconcile these two levels. We also
observe that the rest particle density can affect the accuracy of interaction forces: the larger the rest particle density becomes, a more
important role the interaction forces play. If the rest particle density
becomes as high as that of a real liquid at the molecular level, some
macroscopic forces such as pressure forces will need to be replaced
by interaction forces. To improve the accuracy of simulation provided by pairwise interaction forces, a larger rest particle density is
needed, but this would result in higher computational and memory
costs.
While our model can handle various interactions at different interfaces in a unified way, and the relevant coefficients can be determined sequentially, further effort is needed in future to develop
easy-to-use artistic control.
Although our approach is capable of capturing adhesion forces
and various wetting effects, it cannot handle abrupt, turbulent fluidsolid couplings with large time steps; additional boundary pressure terms are needed in those cases. The work by Akinci et al.
[AIA∗ 12] is better suited for such problems.
While it is possible to simulate bubbles in air using our approach,
the bubbles behave slightly more rigidly than bubbles simulated by
mesh-based methods like those in. [ZQC∗ 14, DBWG15]. Resolving this issue is another direction for future research.
Finally, we note that while increasing the supporting radius
works well in simulating surface tension and adhesion, it cannot
fix the particle deficiency issue in SPH. Some form of normalization is required.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed a versatile approach for handling multiple interactions at interfaces. Our model is based on pairwise interaction forces. Unlike previous works, it succeeds by adopting a large
support radius to eliminate particle deficiency problems. It results
in more accurate surface tension forces as explained in Section 3,
achieving plausible visual simulation without requiring additional constraints, such as curvature minimization, surface area minimization, energy minimization, or air pressure control. By better
understanding the pairwise force model, we avoid the cobweb-like
structures seen in some previous work, and produce results closer
to those physically observed. Our approach can uniformly handle
multiple types of interactions. For the first time in computer graphics, it is possible to simulate bubbles in air as droplets using SPH,
providing an alternative method of bubble simulation. Our overall approach is versatile, physically meaningful, and easy to implement. It also conserves momentum and preserves particle clustering. Previous surface tension methods suffer from stiffer timestep restrictions; we achieve more stable simulations by considering more neighboring particles.
We use a fixed number of neighbouring particles, as this leads to
simplicity of implementation, convenience in neighborhood search,
and consistency in numerical evaluation. It would be interesting to
c 2016 The Author(s)
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